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Discernment…in “Interesting Times”
We have all likely heard the old phrase, “may you live in
interesting times.” Whether it is a blessing or a curse is
always open to speculation, but there can be little doubt
that we have been living in “interesting times” lately!
From the worlds of politics and religion, to the mindblowing developments in technology and communication,
to the challenging crises in the environment, the
economy and the pandemic, we are certainly living in
“interesting times”.
Over recent months, the elders of the congregation have
trained their attention on the challenges, struggles, shifts
and opportunities that these “interesting times” present
to us as a community of faith. As outlined at the
congregational meeting in late September, they propose
that we take time, as a congregation, to reflect on the
best ways to discern the next steps in the history,
ministry and life of St. Andrew’s. Part of that discernment
will be to “look back” and reflect on how the
congregation has adapted to challenges in the past;
another will be to “look in” and share with each other
what we believe our community of faith is called to be
and do to stay faithful in our times; and a
part will be to “look out” and learn how
other churches, organizations and
movements are adapting to the changes
and challenges of these interesting times.
Taken together, these reflections will –
hopefully – allow us to better discern the
path before us as we “look forward” to the
future…and to the beginning of the third
century of ministry at St. Andrew’s!

congregation resume after the COVID
lockdowns, it is encouraging and inspiring
to see people benefitting from those
initiatives. Already, the Better English
Café, the SingTO choir, the Friday
noontime recitals, the annual run/walk
fundraiser and the Speaker series have
attracted good participation; the weekly
worship services are coming to life; and ministries such as
the Out of the Cold are offering both guests and
volunteers opportunities to join together in the sharing of
food, compassion and community.
Even as we celebrate and give thanks for these
opportunities in our church community, let’s also pause
to reflect together on lessons we have learned through
COVID — how various ministries have been (and will be)
offered differently in our technological age, how the
church will adequately adapt to shifting social and
cultural norms, what challenges still need to be
overcome, and how we might “discern” God’s invitation
to adapt in these “interesting times” as we move out of
the pandemic and towards the celebration of the 200th
Anniversary of this church community.
To “discern” and to cultivate the gift of
“discernment” are time-honoured pursuits
in the spiritual life. It refers to the ability to
accurately “see” the best and wisest path
when confronted by various options.
Sometimes, the trajectory of choice is
obvious, but more often, discernment
requires extra wisdom and reflection to
make the best possible choice in the
circumstances.

We enter this time of discernment from a
truly blessed vantage point – after all, there
is so much in this community of faith for
And this invitation to discernment is not
Congregational Retreat
which to be grateful; and, as the various
simply for us as individuals. It can be good
Saturday November 26, 2022 for us, as a community together, to ponder
programs and activities of our
9:00 am—3:00 pm

Continued on next page.
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the call to discernment as we steer through the
“interesting times” towards the future that God is
preparing for us.

On Saturday, November 26, we need everyone to be a
part of this time of reflection and discernment – we need
you to help us to discern well in these interesting times!

To that end, we are looking forward to a day set apart – a
congregational retreat – to come together in this task of
listening to each other, seeking God’s guidance, and
discerning new paths as we seek to continue to “serve in
faith, hope and love in the heart of downtown Toronto”.
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Meeting the Manitou/Iniskim Stone
From the Presbyterian Connection, with permission.

L

ike most people gathered at this year’s General
Assembly, I knew nothing about the Manitou/Iniskim
Stone. When an overture from Grace Church in Calgary
was transmitted with the approval of the Presbytery of
Calgary-Macleod, it gained little attention in the
Assembly’s busy schedule. The matter was referred to the
Life and Mission Agency.
Then came the invitation to visit the Presbytery of Calgary
-Macleod: I was asked to participate in a conversation
about the Manitou/Iniskim Stone with Indigenous leaders
as well as members of Grace Church and the Presbytery. I
found out that the only caveat to organizing this
conversation was that I would be willing to listen. It was
conveyed that that was my only intention, and I hope I
stayed true to that promise.
My contact was Chandra Mannix from Grace Church,
whom I had never met. I was told she was the facilitator
of the conversation. I was not prepared for the depth of
commitment, passion and political acumen in this one
person! The project of repatriating the stone to
Indigenous stewardship has become all-consuming for
Chandra.

When we gathered in a large circle in the basement of
Grace Church, we heard the story. The Manitou/Iniskim
Stone, the largest meteorite found in Canada, fell to
Earth near present-day Hardisty, Alberta, as much as four

billion years ago. Almost pure iron, it had
great significance for Indigenous
peoples and was considered a sacred
being that was deeply connected with
the buffalo hunt. In 1866, it was taken
by Methodist missionaries, who
considered the stone a hindrance to
the conversion of Indigenous peoples
to Christianity. Kept at a mission station
for a time, the stone was transferred to Victoria College
in Cobourg, Ontario; when the College moved, it was
relocated to the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto. The
stone was transferred to the Royal Alberta Museum in
Edmonton in 1972, where it continued to be held.
We heard the scientific facts about the Stone from an
Indigenous astronomer, Rob Cardinal, who is a lead
member of the Repatriation Project. We also heard the
Indigenous Wisdom about the Stone from Leonard
Weaseltraveller (Bastien), former Chief of the Piikani
Nation, Representative of the Blackfoot Confederacy,
Spiritual Leader and Primary Elder of the Manitou Asiny/
Iniskim Repatriation Project and from Blaine Favel,
former Chief of Poundmaker First Nation, Former Grand
Chief of the Federation of Saskatchewan, Leader and
Visionary of the Manitou Asiny/Iniskim Repatriation
Project and from Fred Campiou, Cree representative for
Treaty 8, Spiritual Advisor and Ceremonial Elder of
the Manitou Asiny/ Iniskim Repatriation Project.

Bob Faris with Clayton Kootenay at the Royal Alberta Museum, the current site of the Manitou Stone (photo left).
Bob with Leonard Weaseltraveller (Bastien) (left) and Fred Campiou (right) ( photo right)
Continued on next page.
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We heard how Indigenous people had prophesied that
disaster would befall their nations if the stone was
removed; and how that indeed did happen with the
decimation of the buffalo. How the removal of the Stone
was the removal of the focus of a meeting place that
brought different nations together to find ways to live
peaceably together. We also heard again the many ways
in which the colonial project and mindset had destroyed
traditional Indigenous ways and ignored traditional
Indigenous wisdom to the detriment of all. We learned
of the various attempts that had been made in the past
to repatriate the Stone and how they had not been
successful. We also learned about how this initiative was
moving forward and about the ways in which it had
brought people together to find common purpose in
repatriating the Stone. We learned of the vision of a
centre for the returned stone, designed by worldrenowned Indigenous architect Douglas Cardinal, located
near the stone’s actual landing place, where people can
once again gather in a sacred space to seek ways to live
together in peace.
I could not help thinking at the time, and have continued
to reflect on, how honoured I was to sit in that circle. We
met in a Church; a place that was considered part of the

destructive force behind the attempted genocide of
Indigenous peoples. We were privileged to meet with
Elders and wisdom keepers and members of the Horn
Society, who have responsibility for many traditional
spiritual practices. We were reminded that our gathering
should be centred in prayer to Creator, Creator of us all.
We could have not been invited into that circle. But we
were. And we engaged in a practice of listening and
learning, which took us one more step along a path that
we all hope will lead to healing. At the end of our time
together, we recognized that even though we did not
meet in the presence of the Manitou/Iniskim Stone, its
gift of bringing people together to find ways to live
peaceably together was at work among us. A gift of the
Spirit. And I believe it will continue to do so as we
respond to the invitation to bring our support to this
initiative and others on the path to healing. Meegwetch.
Bob Faris
Postscript: On September 30, 2022, National Day for Truth and
Reconciliation, Alberta Premier Jason Kenney signed an
agreement with the same Leonard Weaseltraveller to
repatriate the Manitou/Iniskim Stone from the Royal Alberta
Museum to the new centre.

SingTO: Choir, Community, Compassion

O

n September 22nd, SingTO was successfully launched with an open house evening that attracted over 20
choristers. At the writing of this report, two further rehearsals have been held, bringing the number of members
close to 40.
The singers are mostly young adults under 40 years, but all age ranges are in evidence; overall, the choir is
representative of the demographic of downtown Toronto. Some singers have deep choral experience; others have
some choir background; and for others, SingTO is their
first experience.
Dan Bickle as choir director has created an exciting
rehearsal experience along with his very able
accompanist, Carol King. Judy Neal brings her
administrative talents to the role of choir manager.
The aim of the SingTO experience is summed up in three
words: choir, community, compassion; an opportunity to
sing; to be part of a welcoming community; and to share
in offering time and talent to benefit the less fortunate.
It is early days and it will be some weeks before the choir
takes full shape. But signs so far are very positive as St.
Andrew’s offers yet another service to our community.
Sandy Aird
On behalf of the SingTO Committee
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St. Andrew’s Past and Future: A Vital Presence

A

s a congregation, we have experienced the
challenges of the pandemic over the past few years.
But before we can move forward, we need to take stock.
How has the pandemic impacted our church community?
How do we envision next steps as a community called by
God to serve in faith, hope and love in the heart of
downtown Toronto?

Let’s fast-forward 100 years to 2012,
when a Session-led strategic planning
task force issued a comprehensive report
on how to be a greater presence in our
community by the year 2020. The
background research included important
findings from a comprehensive
congregational survey. The task force
The aim of this article is three-fold: to consider our
suggested that, when we envision our congregation, the
current situation from an historical perspective; to outline
community should include not only our members and
the reasons Session initiated a process of planning and
adherents, but also volunteers and visitors. That task
discernment to determine our vision for the year 2030
force also reinforced that our primary demographic
(our 200th anniversary!); and to describe what that
should continue to be the downtown residential and
process might look like.
business communities; and that, in addition to building
attendance at our worship services, we needed to renew
our outreach to these communities and better
Did You Know? A Look Back at Our History
understand their needs. As a result we called on the
• In 1830, when we came into existence on the southwest corner of Church and Adelaide, the population of the Rotman School of Management at the University of
Toronto to give us a detailed picture of the demographics
city was 9,500 souls;
and attitudes of people living and working downtown. Out
• By 1835, St. Andrew’s had a thriving soup kitchen;
of this came a renewed focus on growth, innovation and
• By 1869, we had built St. Marks mission church on our
better communication through social media.
present site, which was then on the fringes of the city;
• In 1874, the decision was made to move our church to
New Initiatives
our present location;
From 2012 on, exciting new initiatives were introduced to
• In 1890, the Nelson Street Institute was built for
add to the great success of our vital Out of the Cold
educational outreach for young students;
Program. To name a few :
• By 1900, there were 31 teachers with 250 Sunday
• The highly successful Heart of the City Speakers Series;
school students; a night school of 19 teachers and 79
• The popular Better English Café helping newcomers to
students; a gym with 5 teachers and 50 attendees; a
speak english;
kindergarten with 4 teachers and 50 children; a sewing
• The Toronto Waterfront Marathon, which regularly
class with 14 teachers and 70 students; a cooking school provides funding support for our outreach efforts;
with one chef and 68 participants;
• A revitalized refugee sponsorship program; and
• In 1912, a new institute was erected behind our present • Wonderful concerts from Music at St. Andrew’s; and
chancel; the building offered school rooms, great hall,
more.
theatre with stage, gym, bowling alley, meeting rooms,
The same task force also recognized that St. Andrew’s
etc. In the same year, St. Andrew’s business girls club was
needed to avoid the decline in attendance at worship
launched, providing a place for rest, food and
services experienced by mainstream Christian
conversation to over 200 members; not to mention, the
denominations across Canada. Among its suggestions was
Penny Bank with 14 officers and 1,400 depositors; and,
to look at the possibility of adding a new alternative
annually, 1300 visits were made to the sick and needy;
service. So Session turned to our XY generation and
• In 1912, St. Andrew’s boasted 752 members and
millennials. This dynamic young group set out to develop
adherents at a time when there were just over 210,000
an alternative service. They called on consulting research
citizens in all of Toronto! St. Andrew’s was impacting the firm Callosum to survey the downtown millennial resident
community, reaching out, a vital presence in the heart of community as to their worship service preferences. Task
the city. With God’s help, our ancestors conceived and
force members also visited many alternative services of
built a dynamic downtown church.
other congregations. As a result, in 2019, Will Ingram
Continued on next page.
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introduced our Wednesday evening contemporary
worship service. Attendance grew each week.
COVID 19
In February 2020, our world changed overnight. COVID
19, with all its dangers and uncertainties, momentarily
stopped our momentum. A new reality hit: driven by fear
of COVID, millions of Canadians needed to adapt how
they lived, worked, socialized and survived. The impact on
St. Andrew’s was dramatic: no live worship services, no
meet-and-greet, and extremely limited outreach
programs. But St. Andrew’s proven willingness to
innovate meant we responded without hesitation. The
result: a highly successful on-line worship service and
creative use of social media for children’s education, Bible
study and church business and social gatherings. The
Better English Café and the Heart of the City Speakers
Series both went virtual. And, our Out of the Cold’s
faithful volunteers continued their vital service to the
community.
Today, St. Andrew’s doors are once again open for
worship services on Sundays and Thursdays, as are church
school, nursery, Bible study, and after-service coffee hour.
Encouragingly, the Speakers Series and Music at St.
Andrew’s are up and running, as is the Better English
Café. We even sent a team to the 2022 Waterfront
Marathon. Friday noon concerts are also back. And don’t
forget the popular book and cookie sales; or the launch of
the exciting new outreach program SingTO community
choir!

On the down side, as a result of COVID, Sunday worship
service attendance has significantly declined, and the
alternative service has not been restarted. Interestingly,
even as some old, familiar faces continue to be missing, it
is encouraging to see a growing number of newcomers
attend our worship services.
We have lots of company. The same decline in attendance
is being experienced by most mainstream denominational
congregations. COVID has caused many people to reset
their priorities, and even their way of life. We, as a
congregation, need to better understand this new reality
and envision with confidence how we can best be a
dynamic worshipping presence in our community.
Therefore, some questions need to be asked and
answered:
• Is this a seismic change in how people see worshipping
in the future?
• What does St. Andrew’s need to do to react to such a
possibility and regain a vibrant growing congregation?
• What new and astounding ways are there for St.
Andrew’s to serve our increasingly diverse, young
downtown community?
• How do we best continue to listen and learn with
respect to LGBTQI people, issues of racism and
reconciliation with Indigenous peoples.
• And what is the exciting vision of what St. Andrew’s
should be by the year 2030?
Sandy Aird,
for the Strategic Planning Task Force

National Day for Truth and Reconciliation. An Historical Note

S

eptember 30th, National Day for Truth and
Reconciliation, was an opportunity to reflect on the
unique histories, contributions, and sacrifices of Canada’s
First Nations, Inuit, and Métis People. On the cover of our
church bulletin, we are reminded weekly that the area on
which St. Andrew’s now stands was once home to
Indigenous peoples: “We acknowledge that we gather to
worship, this day, on the traditional territory of the First
Nations peoples of this land.” Some may also recall that
our recent Clerk of Session, Lori Ransom, a member of the
the Algonquins of Pikwàkanagàn First Nation, served as
Senior Advisor, Church and
Interfaith Relations, for the initial

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada1.

Another connection came to light in looking back at a
chapter in the history of St. Andrew’s. Up to about 1830,
most Torontonians of Scottish descent worshipped at the
then Church of England. That changed, however, when
William Morris, a successful local merchant and member
of the local legislature, called together some Scottish
friends. Supposedly, on hearing Psalm 118 – “Here will be
built my house and it will be good,” Morris was inspired to
advance the possibility of a Presbyterian Church in
Toronto. The location for the newly established
Presbyterian congregation was the corner of Church and
Adelaide Streets, diagonally opposite the Anglican
Cathedral. This, of course, was the founding of St.
John Brant (Ahyonwaeghs),
Andrew’s; and the rest is well known and frequently cited
Chief of the Grand River Mohawk and history2,3.

son of Joseph Brant
(Thayendanegea) was involved in the
The proposed church was a very ambitious undertaking,
founding of St. Andrew’s Church.
with seating for 900 worshippers, considering that York
Available from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
John_Brant_(Mohawk_leader)

(now Toronto) had a population of only 30000! In order to
Continued on next page.
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raise funds for the church for
the new Presbyterian
congregation of St. Andrew’s,
Morris enlisted financial
contributions from a number of
important friends who, until
then, had mostly worshipped at
the now Anglican Church. Of
particular interest is a list of
financial contributors, which
included, among others,
important citizens such as
William Lyon Mackenzie, onetime mayor of York and focal
point of the 1837 Rebellion; the
famous Jesse Ketchum; and
John Strachan, Archdeacon and
later Bishop of the Church of
England.
But most significantly, in view
of continuing discussions on
reconciliation, the list included
John Brant (Ahyonwaeghs),
Chief of the Grand River
Mohawk and son of renowned
Mohawk leader Joseph Brant
(Thayendanegea). Few are
aware that John Brant was also
an important financial
contributor to the founding of
St. Andrew’s in 1830, a fact that
invites us to look further into St.
Andrew's connections with
members of First Nations on
whose territory St. Andrew's
stands.
Dr. R.F. (Rudi) Bauer

References
1. Aboriginal Education Council,
Centennial College. Lori Ransom.
Available from: https://
www.centennialcollege.ca/indigenouseducation/aboriginal-educationcouncil/aboriginal-education-councilmembers/lori-ransom
2. John A. Johnston. “St. Andrew’s: A
Cut Above.” Canadian Society of
Presbyterian History: 2006; 31:29–38.
3. Rev. Stuart Parke. The Book of St.
Andrew’s. St. Andrew’s Centenary
Committee: 1930.

He spoke About Kairos
Kairos: The right time or season

O

n Sunday, September 25, we met in
the Great Hall to hear messages and
to dream dreams about a strategic plan to
shape our future as a congregation. This
important activity was organized by Sandy
Aird, Candy Grant, and Stephen Jackson,
members of a special committee of Session
for strategic planning.
Sandy Aird walked us through highlights
of achievements from the past: In the
1830’s our predecessors dreamed and
planned into existence a Presbyterian
congregation at Adelaide and Church
streets; in the 1870’s they imagined and
planned a new and grand building at
Simcoe and King; and in 2010, they
visualized and created a 10-year plan for
outreach in the community. The people of
St. Andrew’s have a history of adapting to
new circumstances.
The Rev. Timothy Elliott, our facilitator
and key speaker for the meeting, called on
us to imagine rising to the challenges that
confront us as a post-COVID congregation
in downtown Toronto. What will the new
normal look like? What challenges do we
face as a congregation? What
opportunities are waiting to be claimed?
He also spoke about Kairos – the right time
or season to take action: now is our Kairos
to move towards the unknown: to think, to
pray, and to imagine its challenges and
possibilities.
Efforts to change often meet resistance.
Change can be inhibited by nostalgia for a
past that COVID has diminished, by inertia
about taking on ambitious plan, and by fear
of conflict arising from transitioning from a
situation of comfort to one of adaptation.
This is a moment for listening to hopes and
to ideas for a renewed church – even ideas
that seem outrageous; for recommitting as
a church to our faith and what it asks of us.
“Why are we here?”
If the church were not here, what would
we – and the community – lose? Rev. Elliot
also reminded us of the important role
played by the church in creating beauty

through art and music, encouraging
inclusion through providing open spaces
for fellowship and mutual caring, and
promoting justice through bearing witness
to Christian
ethics and
compassion. In
concluding, Rev.
Elliot left it for us
to
imagine how we
might use our
beautiful space
differently,
deploy our resources in new ways to reach
out to the local community, and
collaborate with that community in joint
endeavours of mutual benefit.
The Rev. Ingram took the podium to
announce two initiatives we could look
forward to this fall: an orientation for
volunteers, which will have taken place on
October 31, and a congregational retreat
on November 26. He then moderated a
Q&A session, which reminded us of all the
positive steps the congregation has already
taken: outreach programs like Out-of-theCold, the clothing boutique, the online
coffee hour, and SingTO.
The meeting was charged with high
energy, an openness to questions, and
support for this Kairos.
Feedback during the Q&A (and after
the meeting)
• Why was there no mention of the
church’s roles in professing Jesus and
changing lives?
• How may the congregation put forward
ideas to those preparing the strategic plan?
• How do we make visitors to our outreach
programs feel part of our faith community?
• Are we in danger of being so committed
to outreach that we neglect congregational
needs?
• Since no outreach will survive without
the backing of a secure congregation, will
the strategic plan address congregational
needs seriously?
• Has Zoom replaced the practice of faceto-face fellowship? Can it?
Peter N. Ross
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KAIROS and Ecological Justice
Be joyful… Practice resurrection –Wendell Berry
cological Justice has been a central focus for KAIROS
since the organization’s inception 20 years ago.
Human social justice is intimately linked to water
security, food security, women’s security, resource
availability, and health. Even democracy is affected by
ecological degradation. Ecological justice intersects with
every program area in which KAIROS operates.
KAIROS is an ecumenical, church-based
collaboration of 10 denominations and agencies,
including the Lutheran, Presbyterian, United, and
Anglican Churches of Canada; a number of Catholic
organizations; Mennonite Central Committee; Quakers,
and others. KAIROS programs engage migrant justice,
Indigenous rights, corporate accountability, gender,
peace and security and solidarity with civil society
organizations from around the world. The ecological
justice program involves work on climate justice, fossilfuel and green economy issues, ethical reflections on our
lifestyles, Indigenous knowledge
and solidarity, helping to lead a
multi-faith coalition known as For
the Love of Creation, and much
more!
Climate Action Month (CAM) –
encompassing the whole of
September – recently wrapped up.
The theme was “Decolonizing
Climate Action.” Simply put,
existing power structures in the
world are also holding back
effective action on the climate
emergency. At first thought,
decolonizing climate action means to bring in voices that
have been excluded. But the deeper work of doing justice
means asking questions like why some voices are muted;
eventually, it means much deeper change and sharing
power and privilege. True justice, like true discipleship,
has a cost.
During CAM, many events were held and blogposts
written on topics like Indigenous rights, environmental
racism, the fossil-fuel nonproliferation treaty, climate as
a peace issue, decolonizing the church, reading the Bible
with ecological eyes, and more. Check them out at
https://www.kairoscanada.org/what-we-do/ecologicaljustice/2022-climate-action-month, and be sure to sign
up for updates from KAIROS on “ecological justice.”
Another current project is the preparation to send a
delegation of Global South partners, and youth and

E

Indigenous peoples from Turtle
Island (Canada) to the UN climate
negotiations (COP 27) in November.
(We are still fundraising for the costs
of sending those delegates, by the
way.) If you are registered for
ecological justice updates, you will
get details about related events and
more information, including a prayer
vigil and webinars.
Lastly, KAIROS has initiated a letter-writing
campaign on several bills currently before Parliament.
These bills address environmental racism and corporate
accountability, especially since many Canadian
companies involved in resource extraction outside
Canada’s borders have not performed well in terms of
human rights and environmental protection. For more
information, and to use the tools to send letters to your
own members of Parliament, go to https://
www.kairoscanada.org/support-bills-to-endenvironmental-racism-and-make-corporationsaccountable
While we often talk about “caring for creation”,
ecological justice is a better way of fulfilling God’s good
design for the interaction of humanity and the rest of
creation. How do we do Ecological Justice? First, learn
about the issues through the lens of our faith. That
involves spiritual discernment, and prayer. These
orientations also lead to acting for a more just and
sustainable world. Faith leads to good works! Work with
each other, work in your church, advocate with church
leaders to make creation care and ecological and climate
justice important parts of how the church lives out its
calling. Advocate to government leaders so that we can
change entrenched and ineffective systems.
Faith and imagination go hand in hand. Back in
2009, the World Council of Churches released a
statement on ecojustice that began by recognizing “the
need for a drastic transformation at all levels in life and
society in order to end the ecological indebtedness and
restore right relationships between peoples and between
people and the earth.” The ecological justice program at
KAIROS aims to help us imagine a different world that
takes better care of creation and all human brothers and
sisters. We believe in societal transformation and invite
everyone to participate in that project.
Randy Haluza-DeLay,
Ecological Justice Program Coordinator, KAIROS
rhaluza-delay@kairoscanada.org.
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Better English Cafe

T

he Better English Café (BEC) provides a friendly
and supportive setting for those wishing to
practice their English conversational skills. BEC
participants are mostly newcomers to Toronto, and are
here to study English while attending a language
training program or university. Increasingly, we are
welcoming new immigrants to the program.

BEC’s fall program started up
on Tuesday, September 20.
Surprisingly for the first night
of the fall session, we counted
40 students, and enrollment
continues to grow, with 56
attending as of October 11.

Our BEC facilitators do not teach English but rather
offer guidance, provide useful information and keep
the conversation moving along, all while ensuring the
shyest participant has a chance to join in.

We are very fortunate to have
Oliver Shen as BEC’s director and administrator this
year; not to mention, 19 enthusiastic volunteers
working with Oliver, including 5 newcomers.
Allan Lever

Turnout on the first night of the fall session was higher than expected, and the vibe, as always, was positive.

Calling All Youth!
Friday, November 18th is Youth Night –
6:30 - 8:30 PM in the Great Hall.
Choice of Pizza and Movies or Pizza and Games.
For more information email to:
youth@standrewstoronto.org .
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St. Andrew’s Library... An Update

S

t. Andrew’s Library is located across the hall from the
Boardroom on the main floor of the St. Andrew’s
Centre. Reference books are housed on shelves on the
west wall of the room, and the lending library holdings are
shelved on the east and south walls, to the right as you
enter the room. Reference books are not available for loan
but may be used inside the library.
With a few easy chairs, the library provides a
comfortable place to peruse holdings. A small table with a
few chairs are being added for the use of small groups, as
well as a table for individuals who wish to consult
reference books at their leisure.
Materials available in the library are listed in St.
Andrew’s online catalogue at https://www.librarycat.org/
lib/StAndrewsTO. Enter the title of the work, a keyword
from the title or the name of the author into the search
field to see a list of
corresponding books. The
advanced search function
allows the use of additional
fields such as subject or
publisher.
Each book has a call
number, which is required to
locate the book in the library.
Most books in the lending
library are filed on the
bookshelves in numeric
order. Works of fiction are
marked F and are located in a
separate section. Books
marked B denote bible stories
for children, C denotes other
A recent addition to the
lending library, The Gospel
books for children; and Y and
According to Eve traces the
T refer to books for youth and
history of women's
interpretation of Genesis1-3.
teens, respectively.

To sign out a book from the lending library, remove the
card from the pocket in the back cover, write your name
and telephone number on the card and leave it in the
small box provided.
The library is open Sunday mornings and can also be
used on weekdays. Requests for weekday access should be
sent to Diana Veenstra, Church Manager, at
dveenstra@standrewstoronto.org.
If you have borrowed library materials in the past,
please check your bookshelves at home and return any
you find there, so that others may enjoy and benefit from
them as well.
Books Recently Added to the Library


Esther E. Acolatse Powers. Principalities and the Spirit



Amanda Benckhuysen. The Gospel According to Eve: A History
of Interpretation



David Bentley Hart. The Story of Christianity



Brian Clarke and Stuart Macdonald. Leaving Christianity



Charles Fensham. Misguided Love



Roy Sheldon Mackenzie. The Master Missionaries: Sermons
from Acts



Christine D. Pohl. Making Room: Recovering Hospitality as a
Christian Tradition



Matthew Kaemingk. Christian Hospitality and Muslim
Immigration in an Age of Fear



C. Christopher Smith. How the Body of Christ Talks: Recovering
the Practice of Conversation in the Church



Barbara Brown Taylor.Holy Envy: Finding God in the Faith of
Others



Rev. Tijs Theijsmeijer. Road to Holiness



Harry A. Van Belle. Coram Deo: Living Life in the Presence of
God in a Secular Age

Elisabeth Paradis

Milestones
BAPTISMS
September 2022
WEDDINGS
July 2022

September 2022
DEATHS
June 2022
August 2022

Abigail Madelief Swift Ferrarelli
Ankita Rao & Matthew MacDonald
Alice Klytie Treen & Oskar Ubysz
Hannah Thevapalan & James Knight
Soomin Lee & Zhouruigi Wang
Keoun Lee & Darren Bernardo
Carol Fraser Wishart
Roderick Deveron McIntosh
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The Latest from Evangel Hall Ministries

G

reat things are happening at Evangel Hall Ministries
(EHM)! Social activities and programming in the
Portland Place and Adelaide St. residences are in full swing
and growing! One exciting addition is the Writing Group,
where tenants can explore expressing themselves through
writing. We are also thrilled that the spiritual care
program continues to expand – tenants at the Portland
Place location can now participate in group activities and
benefit from one-on-one support with a spiritual care
provider at the Portland Place building.
Many tenants struggle with keeping their apartment
clean or managing clutter in their small space, and some
have difficulty with hoarding. While many resources are
available in the community, finding and accessing the
appropriate services can be stressful and difficult, not to
mention overcoming embarrasment or reluctance to ask
for help. Some tenants have also lost their supports during
the pandemic and don't know how to get them back. We
are thrilled to announce a new role – Housing
Preservation Worker, who will meet with tenants
struggling with these issues and work with them to build a
plan to return their apartments to a place they can feel

proud to call home.
As the weather
cools, the drop-in
program is serving hot
meals both indoors
and through a take-out
window. New washers
and dryers also mean
that more drop-in participants can wash their clothes each
day, giving them the opportunity to sit and have coffee
and talk to someone while they wait. Participants are now
needing warmer clothes – jeans/pants, sweatshirts, fall
and winter jackets, rain gear, and new underwear and
socks. We will also soon see a need for waterproof and
insulated mittens/gloves and warm hats.
Volunteers play an important role at EHM. We are
currently looking for groups of up to 8 people to cook
meals for Portland Place tenants on Sunday afternoons.
For more information about volunteering or donating food
and clothing, contact janna.spurr@evangelhall.ca
Ainsley Chapman, Executive Director,
Ian Foulds, Director

Calendar
SUNDAYS
9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
MONDAYS
All Day
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
4:30 - 7:00 p.m.
MONDAYS - during Advent
Noon
TUESDAYS
7:00 - 8:30 a.m.
7:00 - 8:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
THURSDAYS
12:15 p.m.
THURSDAYS - during Advent
7:00 p.m.
FRIDAYS
12:10 p,m,

Bible Study (Board Room and Zoom)
Worship Service (Sanctuary and Online) and Nursery / Church School
Coffee Hour (Great Hall)
Out of the Cold Supper Preparation
Virtual Coffee Hour
Out of the Cold Supper Preparation
Out of the Cold Take-away Supper
Out of the Cold Boutique

Advent Meditation (Online)
Out of the Cold Take-away Breakfast
Out of the Cold Boutique
Better English Café
Chancel Communion Service
Discussion of Monday's Advent Meditation (Live via Zoom)
Friday Noontime Recitals - In person Oct.thru Nov. & Feb. thru May
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Heart of the City Speakers Series... An Update

T

he Heart of the City Speakers Series is pleased to
review its 2021–2022 season and to highlight two
events it has scheduled for autumn 2022.

significance of the Presbyterian
mercy flights in detail.
Autumn 2022 Events

Review of the 2021 – 2022 Season
Navigating continued uncertainty arising from the COVID19 pandemic, Heart of the City Speakers Series delivered
three events in its 2021–2022 season.
● Helena Moncrieff’s “The Fruitful City” talk on food and
community-related aspects of Toronto’s urban forest was
delivered in October 2021.
● John Burzynski’s “Raise The Arrow Project” talk on the
history of the Avro Arrow, a lot of which occurred in and
around Toronto, and the fascinating search for Avro
Arrow test models left on the bottom of Lake Ontario
took place in May 2022.
● Filmmaker Angela Onuora’s talk “Presbyterian Mercy
Flights: The Story of Canada's Most Daring Relief Effort to
Africa” on the leading role Canadian Presbyterians took in
responding to urgent humanitarian need arising from the
Biafran War was given in June 2022.
In-person attendance of these events was limited due to
the pandemic, but all three events were recorded and
posted to YouTube. As of early November 2022,
recordings of “The Fruitful City” and “Raise The Arrow
Project” each had more than
150 views. Release of the
“Presbyterian Mercy Flights”
recording was delayed and
consequently has fewer
views so far. The Speakers
Series Committee
encourages readers to take
25 minutes to watch the
recording of this event,
which is enriched by both
passionate remarks from
filmmaker Angela Onuora
and fascinating 1960s news
footage and other scenes
from her documentary.
Interested readers should
also refer to the June 2022
Catalyst, in which Brian
Stewart discusses the

The Speakers Series is proud to
offer two events this fall as part of
a Digging-Up-the-Dirt miniseries
focussing on the wonderful things
human ingenuity has pulled from the earth. The first,
scheduled for Wednesday, November 2nd, is Dr. Stephen
Batiuk’s talk “Exploring the Roots of the Vine: The History
and Archaeology of Wine.” Moderated by longstanding
St. Andrew’s community member Ted Crysler, the talk
outlined what recent scientific discovery tells us about
one of the most widely consumed drinks in the world.
Second, on Wednesday, November 30th, Dr. Amy
Barron’s talk “Agatha Christie, Archaeology and
Alzheimer's” will outline what Christie, the great
storyteller, derived from archeology, and what we are
learning about the human mind from the study of
Christie’s prose.
Heart of the City Speakers Series is pleased to offer both
events on an in-person basis with a reception offering
light refreshments to follow each talk. Guests are asked
to contribute $10 per event on a pay-what-you-can basis.
Jordan Cole
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“So Weary with Disasters…”

T

he above quotation from Shakespeare's MacBeth1
reflects my initial apprehension when opening my
daily newspaper or listening to the evening newscasts.
We are constantly flooded with disasters, ranging from
war, earthquakes, floods, the impending climate
calamity, threat of nuclear attack ... all messages of
gloom and doom.
On reading Revelation to John, especially the opening
of the seven seals in Chapter 6, my apprehension only
increases. Although much of the chapter can be seen as
symbolism, it deals with God's judgement on sin: war,
famine, disease, wild beasts, and so forth; all "killing a
fourth of the people on earth" (Rev 6, 7–8): in short,
horrific events resulting from the wrath of God!
Chapter 13 of the Gospel of Mark can also add to my
sense of dread: Jesus talks at length about the

Opening of the 4th seal. Detail from the Tapestries of
the Apocalypse, circa 1380 AD, Angers, France.
Photo: Rudi Bauer

impending and disastrous End of
Time. Remember, in those days,
people were concerned about the
same kinds of disaster facing us today,
namely, wars, floods, and
earthquakes ...!
Because of the emphasis on the
End of Time in Chapter 13, Verse 31 of the same chapter
can easily be overlooked in its brevity: "Heaven and
earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away."
Here, Jesus mentions simply what has, and will have,
permanence: what will not pass away. This notion grabs
our attention because, at the "end of time" while
everything will "pass away" – God's words, having
permanence, assure us of two things: First, that God's
word has and will always be read and proclaimed among
His people, despite a world rife with catastrophe. And
no earthly power in history has been, or will be,
successful in preventing the reading and proclamation of
His words. I can attest to that personally, having grown
up when the "Confessing Church" in Germany struggled
against all odds for survival – and prevailed2.
Moreover, despite its brevity, Verse 31 has a second
and more profound message: God talks and continues to
talk to His people, and this bond will never end,
regardless of prevailing disasters. Even when heaven
and earth pass away, the bond between God and His
people will endure.
That means we can face up to adversity with courage
because we are assured that God's love for His people
will never end.
Dr. R.F. (Rudi) Bauer
References
1. William Shakespeare, Macbeth Act Ill, Sc 1, line 115.
2. The earthly city versus the city of God. Catalyst. June 2021:13.

Special Events
Youth Group Meeting

Friday, Nov. 18

6:30 p.m.

Great Hall

SAGA

Friday, Nov. 25

6:00 p.m.

Great Hall

HOTC Speakers Series

Wednesday, Nov. 30

7:00 p.m.

Great Hall

Singing the Season

Saturday, Dec. 3

7:00 p.m.

Sanctuary

Inter-generational Pageant

Sunday, Dec. 11

10:30 a.m.

Sanctuary

Christmas Eve Candles & Carols Service

Saturday, Dec. 24

7:00 p.m.

Sanctuary

Christmas Eve Communion Service

Saturday, Dec. 24

11:00 p.m.

Sanctuary

Christmas Day Worship

Sunday, Dec. 25

10:30 a.m.

Sanctuary
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Do You Feel Like a Sinner?

T

here are individuals, most of them older adults, who
seem to have given up on attending church. Perhaps
they feel bullied from the pulpit, being regularly told how
terrible they are. That judgement doesn't align with their
sense that they have tried to live honest, decent lives.
This business of sin: What is it? How and to whom
does it apply? No hint of meaning is apparent in Luke's
account of Jesus' teaching to ask for forgiveness of sins
(Luke 11: 2-4); but Matthew does offer a clue in the word
debts (Matt. 6: 9-13): In Canada, debt commonly refers to
bills due at the end of the month or monies owed, but in
Jesus' day, debt meant time and energy spent in empty
pursuits.
This interpretation of sin could apply equally in our
day: time spent on a Sudoku or a cross-word puzzle is
good for one's mental health, but five in a row is an
exercise in escape. Neither gossiping and trolling can be
considered a positive or beneficial use of time and
energy; nor reliance on recreational drugs, which is a
drain financially, emotionally and mentally. Even the act
of penance dwells on punishment rather than on turning
to God in repentance.
The Roman Catholic Church has very kindly provided us
with a list of transgressions: the Seven Deadly Sins of
pride, greed, wrath, envy, lust, gluttony, and sloth; with
'greed' being the destructive flavour-of-the-day. Pride

Le Pont de l'Europe, by Gustave Caillebotte.
Available from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fl%C3%A2neur#/media/
File:Caillebotte-PontdeL'Europe-Geneva.jpg

and wrath need to be qualified: it is only
human to be proud of accomplishments or
to show anger. As for lust, when did you
last have an overpowering desire to own a
new piece of equipment or a digital
device? By definition, such a list leaves out
the lesser human failings, such as lying or
being hateful.
Furthermore, let's not ignore the problem of
committing a 'debt' of omission: For example, being so
preoccupied with your own affairs, like writing this essay,
that you disregard a need close at hand. It's all well and
good to confess a list of misdemeanours, but it's the
missed opportunities that one must repent of, and admit:
“Yes, Lord, I am a debtor.”
Come now, let us argue it out, says the Lord: though
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be like snow; though
they are red like crimson, they shall become like wool”.
(Isaiah 1: 18 NRSV)
Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord:
though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white as
snow;” (Isaiah 1: 18 KJV)
Those are amazing statements. This is God the Creator,
who is willing to sit down with us, as individuals or in
groups, to discuss the ways we have disappointed Him.
He is quite willing to completely forgive and forget our
weaknesses. After all, God has a project. Instead of our
wasting time and energy, he wants us to help him “Build
the Kingdom of God” by being his hands and feet.
On the cornerstone of our church we find Jesus' words:
“This is my commandment, that you love one another as I
have loved you”. (Jn 15:12) (Both NRSV and KVJ) The
Greek tense in “as I have loved you” means I still do love
you. So, as God has reached out to each one of us, we
must reach out to others.
Christianity is a grass-roots movement, not a top-down
imposition. We are working with and for Him. Remember:
Emmanuel – God with us.
Something to think about.
Charles H. Diltz

Stewardship and Giving
Weekly and monthly offerings are significant sources for support of the ministries of St. Andrew’s Church. These
regular givings help to cover staff salaries , ministry initiatives, and mission and ministry commitments. The
congregation also depends on St. Andrew’s “Heritage Trust”, as well as on rental revenues of our facilities, to support
administrative costs, salaries, repairs, maintenance and capital costs for the upkeep of the church facilities. As a
congregation, we are blessed in so many ways. Let us continue to work together to support the life and ministry of this
wonderful community of faith.
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The Difficult End: A Film Essay on Death and Loss
Can I tell you I am not fond of cremations. I just don’t like
the idea of someone spending eternity in something
the size of a motel ice bucket. – Bernie1
ilm narratives built around central characters’ deaths
or trauma contain an important disruption and a
necessary impetus for the storyline, which takes a sudden
turn towards adversity and loss. In this essay about four
remarkably different films from different eras, we
examine how the emergence of death or trauma in the
narrative relates in turn to murderous delusion,
catastrophic loss, inner dilemma, and a new beginning.
We also consider how each central character, or set of
characters, deals with, or adapts to their confrontation
with mortality.
In The Element of Crime2, retired detective Fisher, now
living abroad, is undergoing medical treatment that
probes his memory about times spent back in Europe.
During the session, he recalls a series of homicides known
as the ‘Lotto Murders,’ which remained unsolved. While
the film delves into Fisher’s murky subconscious, the
viewer is left to doubt the guilt of the supposed suspect,
the mysterious Harry Grey. In fact, the detective’s
surrealist dreamscape soon spirals into violence and
delusion, implicating Fisher himself as the author of the
elaborate murder spree.
In The Ice Storm3, the viewer is invited to explore the
secret lives of two American households in the 1970’s as
they all gather for the thanksgiving holidays. The
accumulation of infidelities, bad choices and empty
pursuits among both young and old culminate as a local
ice storm threatens, upsetting the already delicate

F

balance of their social circle, putting
each family in peril, with tragic results.
In The Conversation4, sound expert
and private investigator Harry Caul is
hired to make an audio tape of a
mysterious couple as they converse
secretively in a busy square in San
Francisco. Initially sticking to his
assignment, Harry soon begins to worry
about the repercussions of his investigative work and
suspects a murder conspiracy, even as he accepts
payment from a man introduced only as ‘the Director,’
and who appears to be consumed with retaining power in
the company he runs.
The Man Without a Past5 opens with a savage gang
attack on a man who has just arrived in Helsinki by train.
Miraculously, the victim survives, but has suffered severe
memory loss erasing important parts of his past. Unable
to remember his name, age or line of work, he begins to
rebuild his tattered life, after seeking help and guidance
from members of The Salvation Army. As elements of his
previous identity and life begin to surface, the horrible
incident that set him on a new path leads to love and a
new appreciation of a humbler yet more fulfilling
existence.
While death is unpredictable and incomprehensible,
impacted characters are at the mercy of acts of violence
or dangerous forces that can occur randomly in a
constantly fluctuating environment. While central
characters may try to evade or fight off the inevitable,
efforts at denial only trigger the trauma of difficult
memories, guilt, and remorse, while erasing once-dear
relationships.
Toshio Ushiroguchi-Pigott
References
1. Bernie (2011). Dir Richard Linklater. Millenium Entertainment. USA.
99 min
2. The Element of Crime (1984). Dir. Lars von Trier. Kærne Film.
Denmark. 104 min.
3. The Ice Storm (1997). Dir. Ang Lee. 20th Century Fox. USA. 113 min.
4. The Man Without a Past (2002). Dir. Aki Kaurismäki. Sputnik. Finland.
97 min.

Methods of Giving




Signing up for PAR plan (pre-authorized
remittance)
Placing your offering in the collection plate
during worship service.
Mailing a cheque to the Church Office at 73
Simcoe Street, Toronto, ON M5J 1W9





Donating online by Credit Card at
standrewstoronto.org/donate/
Sending E-transfers to:
donations@standrewstoronto.org, OR
Clicking on the QR code below:

TSC Waterfront Marathon/Run/Walk 2022

O

n Sunday, October 16th, a sizeable group from St. Andrew’s gathered in the early hours of the morning to walk or
run in Toronto’s Waterfront Marathon.

Toshio Ushiroguchi-Pigott ran an impressive half marathon while the rest of the team cheerfully ran or walked the 5 km
distance to the finish line. Kudos to participants Ingrid Chingcuanco, Nesmith Chingcuanco, Oliver Dennis, Reece
Hodgson, Will Ingram, Lesley Jensen, Lana Kong, Claire Lemiski, Allan Lever, Brenda Lever, Susan Kimani, John
Matheson, Gillian Miller, Cindy Persaud, Dorian Persaud, Pam Richardson, Dorothy Sargeant, Doug Sargeant, Karen
Sargeant and Nancy Whiting. Despite the early start time, everyone finished with a smile and enjoyed a coffee together
before the worship service.
Along the way, the group managed to raise an impressive $18,000 in support of St. Andrew’s Community
Services.Thank you to everyone who participated or donated to a participant. Your support is very much appreciated.
Karen Sargeant,
Chair, Toronto Waterfront Run/Walk Committee

